
Year 5 Spring Design and Technology 

Bridges and Structures 

Design, make and evaluate a model of a bridge or structure  

Working towards ...children working in groups throughout this unit to make a range of           
structures using different equipment, such as K’nex, paper straws and  STEM construction kits. 
Culminating in groups of children making a freestanding arch using medieval techniques and 
using straws to build a truss, then an arch then turning that into a  model of the London Eye.  

Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)  

Previously, Chn have … 

• Experience of building 3D shapes using net shapes to create 
shell structures 

• Creating their own paper structures and models in building 
a body for a torch 

 
They have learnt about…  

• What makes things 3D and will have some awareness of 
bridges and structures in the world around them 

Essential skills 

This time Chn will … 

• Build in 2D and 3D using K’nex kits 

• Make cardboard prisms 

• Construct freestanding arch using a simple frame 

• Join paper straws through inserting and rolling 

• Create paper straw pyramids 

• Measure and mark accurately 

• Join components together to form structures 

• Understand triangulation 

• Understand how structure on bridges supports a load 

• Work together as a team 

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded 
 

Frame structure, shell structure, stiffen, strengthen, reinforce, triangulation, stability, shape, 
join, k’nex, rods, connectors, base, paper straw, flatten, fold, insert, roll, wrap, hold, beam, arch, 
truss, suspension bridge, load, compression, tension, force, weight, triangular prism, support, 
frame, keystone, freestanding, curve, measure, mark, construct, secure, cables, tight 

Key content 

 

• Tower and Structure—Children work through a series of K’nex challenges, using rods and connectors to make letter 
shapes, squares then cuboids that can be joined together to make a tower. Children also make a paper straw cuboid to 
test their skills in measuring and joining accurately. 

• Understand bridges—Class discussions about what bridges do and types of bridges, looking at teacher models as well as 
watching a series of video clips showing 4 types of bridge—beam, arch, truss and suspension and what happens when 
load is added to them. Children write up their understanding and of how these bridges work. 

• Construct Medieval Arch—Children work in groups, first constructing a lot of triangular prism shapes using pre-drawn 
card nets paying attention to the quality of finish. Children then work in pairs selecting the best 9 and using support tow-
ers either side and a strip of card arch frame to pile their triangular prisms on in an arch shape, when the card frame is 
removed the arch should be freestanding.  

• Construct Truss and London Eye—Children work individually initially, following instructions to measure and make a 
square based pyramid using paper straws paying attention to the quality of finish. Children work in groups of 4 joining 
their 4 pyramids together to create a truss, children curve the truss and join it to another set a 4 curved truss structures 
from another group to make an arch. 2 arch groups then join together to make a large circle that is an example of the 
London Eye. 

• Evaluation—children comment on what they have learned this unit, what skill they were very good at and why and also 
what they would want to do better. Children also comment on how they feel about their final outcome and discuss their 
thoughts with others 

Possible links to other curriculum areas 

• Science—Understanding how force and load acts on         
structures, how compression and tension works on different 
bridges and how much load different structures can bear 

• Maths—3D shapes, making these in a variety of ways,     
measuring accurately. 

Linked texts 

 

• Bridges: Amazing structures to design, 
build and test 

• 13 Bridges Children should know 

• Young Engineers: Building Bridges 


